
THE OLYMPICS ARE COMING
But a few things to learn first from the Olympic trials … 



Interest is slowly growing 



When do the Olympics start? 

What new events are in the 
Olympics? 

Who is on Team USA?

When are the trials for X sport? 

For now, we’re in general mode



Get there early, build authority



The Trials 



Questions around the trials themselves: 



- Big names (Biles content just killed it for USAT at nationals) 
- News
- Injuries
- New skills explainers  

- Learning the next “big names.” 
- Who are they? Where are they from?  
- Is there a connection to past Olympians

- How do athletes qualify? 
- Olympic Sadness: many of those competing have been training their entire 

lives for this moment -- and it all comes crashing down. 

Olympic Trials a taste of what’s to come 



We talkin’ about Biles. Not a game! Biles. 



Who else will emerge? Be prepared



The moments, athletes drive conversation



- Father helping son across finish line 

- Kerri Strug landed the vault on one 
leg

- French gymnast breaks his leg during 
competition

- Protests

- One athlete helping another after 
mid-race collision

- Record-breaking performances 

- “Off-the-court” incidents (think Ryan 
Lochte) 

You know the 
moments when 
you see them: 



- If athlete from your area, tell us all about them: 
- Where did they go to high school? 
- Did they play any other sports? 
- Did they work at the local ice cream shop?  

- Potential for separate files for the schedule of your hometown athletes
- H2s with ‘When is X competing?’ - ‘How many medals has X won’

- New events: If climbing or skateboarding is big in your locale, consider 
explainers on the sport and where the audience can do something similar 
in your area

Local opportunities



Watching trials. But thinking bigger. 



Deep dive into 2016



THE OBVIOUS

- Medal count: Certainly we’ll have a data landing page tracking overall medals, but daily updates 
targeting some combination of those breaking queries. 

- The moments often live for more than a day, probably because NBC will not let us forget it. 
Second-screen opportunities for days -- there is no sense of time during a Tokyo Olympics

- Gymnastics, Track & Field and Swimming are the big sports … but others have their moment 
(hoops, soccer, beach volleyball etc.) 

What have we learned? Part I



What have we learned? Part II

THE NOT-SO-OBVIOUS

- Are Olympic favorites competing again? 
- Phelps, Lochte, Usain Bolt, etc. 

- As past USA teams are mentioned on broadcast, search volume breaks out 
(potential space for “remember the Fierce Five” post, 25 years since 1996 
gymnastics team, etc.) 

- Which NBA players are playing in the Olympics? 



KEYWORD DIVERSITY

- Plan your files. Which file is 
targeting which keyword to 
ensure you’re competing in 
different lanes 

- Ride the rising queries verbatim 
when they break out but include 
the main keyword included

-

Olympics 2016
Olympic 2016
2016 Rio Olympics
Rio 2016 
Rio Olympics



Takeaways

THE GAMES

● Execute on expected SEO plays
○ Is Phelps/Lochte/Bolt competing? 
○ Schedules for big athletes (Biles, Ledecky, 

other “hometown heroes” 
○ What are the new events? 
○ Who is on Team USA? 

● Prepare the plan. Get ready for a daily plan 
of keyword differentiation. 

TRIALS

● The next three weeks are a learning 
opportunity

● Start building “package” around big names 
so authority is in place before wave builds

● Quickly get to know the new stars on big 3 
teams and be in position to act 



May the torch be with you. 
We’ll be back in July with a post-trials update


